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Capability HPP  
Capability Information Sharing 

Capability 
Definition 

Information sharing is the ability to conduct multijurisdictional, multidisciplinary exchange of public health and 
medical related information and situational awareness between the healthcare system and local, state, 
Federal, tribal and territorial levels of government and the private sector.  This includes the sharing of 
healthcare information through  routine coordination with the Joint Information System for dissemination to 
the local, state and Federal levels of government and the community in preparation for and response to events 
or incidents of public health and medical significance. 
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Capability 6 - Information Sharing 
Function 1 

Function  1. Provide healthcare situational awareness that contributes to the incident common operating picture 

Function 
Description 

Provide situational awareness regarding the status of healthcare delivery into the ongoing flow of information to 
assist with the creation of an incident common operating picture. This includes providing information to the full 
spectrum of healthcare partners. This encompasses the real time sharing of actionable information between 
healthcare organizations and incident management to assist decision makers with resource allocation and 
provide healthcare organizations with incident specific information. 

 There have not been any changes in the CPG responses for this function from BP3 
(Please move on to the next function) 

1. Function Importance 

Based on an assessment of your hazards, vulnerabilities, and jurisdictional needs, please indicate how important this 
Function is to your Jurisdiction’s overall preparedness and response mission.   
PLEASE CHECK THE OPTION THAT IS MOST APPLICABLE. PLEASE CHECK ONLY ONE OPTION. 

BP3 BP4 Function Importance 

  1. Not relevant 

  2. Limited importance 

  3. Important 

X  4. Highly important 

  5. Critical 

2. Function Current Status 

Please indicate your CURRENT ability to perform this Function.   
PLEASE CHECK THE OPTION THAT IS MOST APPLICABLE. PLEASE CHECK ONLY ONE OPTION. 

BP3 BP4 Function Current Status 

  1.  No ability / capacity 

  2.  Limited ability / capacity 

  3.  Some ability / capacity 

X  4.  Significant ability / capacity 

  5.  Full ability / capacity 

3. Function Challenges/Barriers 

Please indicate the primary challenges or barriers from the list below if this Function is not fully in place (for example, top 
three or top five options). 

BP3 BP4 Challenges / Barriers 

  1. Lack of personnel due to funding issues 

  2. Lack of personnel due to hiring issues 

X  3. Lack of trained personnel 

  4. Lack of subject matter experts 

X  5. Lack of plans / incomplete plans 

  6. Legal barriers 

  7. Administrative barriers 

  8. Issues with procurement / contracting process 

  9. Lack of equipment 

X  10. Lack of IT Systems 

  11. Lower priority Function 

  12. Lack of supporting infrastructure 

  13. Corrective actions and/or exercising is required 

  14. Other – please explain below 
  This CPG is focused on individual medical center and COP, where the grant is focused on region and coalitions 

wich is competing requirements 

4. Task Gap Assessment 
Please indicate any Tasks that have gaps. PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. 

BP3 BP4 Tasks 

X  
Task 1: Before an incident, identify the essential elements of  incident specific healthcare information that are 
timely, relevant, actionable and can be reasonably delivered during the response 
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X  
Task 2: Before, during, and after an incident, utilize coordinated information sharing protocols to receive and 
transmit timely, relevant, and actionable incident specific healthcare information to incident management during 
response and recovery 

5. Resource Element Gap Assessment 
Please indicate any Resource Elements that have gaps. PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. 

BP3 BP4 Resource Elements 

X   P1.  Healthcare information sharing plans 

   P2.  Healthcare essential elements of information 

   P3.  Healthcare incident information validation 

X   P4.  Healthcare information sharing with the public 

   E1.  Healthcare information systems 

   P5.  Bed tracking 

   E2.  Bed tracking system 

   S1.  Bed tracking system training 

X   P6.  Patient tracking 

X   E3.  Patient tracking system 

X   P7.  Patient record tracking 
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Capability 6 - Information Sharing 
Function 2 

Function  2. Develop, refine, and sustain redundant, interoperable communication systems 

Function 
Description 

Communications interoperability enables healthcare organization emergency communication systems to 
communicate with existing incident management emergency communications systems. With these systems in 
place, healthcare organizations can communicate with multiple agencies, relevant response partners, 
stakeholders, and other healthcare systems through radio and/or associated communications systems 
permitting an exchange of information in real time, when needed, and when authorized. 

 There have not been any changes in the CPG responses for this function from BP3 
(Please move on to the next function) 

1. Function Importance 

Based on an assessment of your hazards, vulnerabilities, and jurisdictional needs, please indicate how important this 
Function is to your Jurisdiction’s overall preparedness and response mission.   
PLEASE CHECK THE OPTION THAT IS MOST APPLICABLE. PLEASE CHECK ONLY ONE OPTION. 

BP3 BP4 Function Importance 

  1. Not relevant 

  2. Limited importance 

  3. Important 

X  4. Highly important 

  5. Critical 

2. Function Current Status 

Please indicate your CURRENT ability to perform this Function.   
PLEASE CHECK THE OPTION THAT IS MOST APPLICABLE. PLEASE CHECK ONLY ONE OPTION. 

BP3 BP4 Function Current Status 

  1.  No ability / capacity 

  2.  Limited ability / capacity 

  3.  Some ability / capacity 

X  4.  Significant ability / capacity 

  5.  Full ability / capacity 

3. Function Challenges/Barriers 

Please indicate the primary challenges or barriers from the list below if this Function is not fully in place (for example, top 
three or top five options). 

BP3 BP4 Challenges / Barriers 

  1. Lack of personnel due to funding issues 

  2. Lack of personnel due to hiring issues 

X  3. Lack of trained personnel 

X  4. Lack of subject matter experts 

  5. Lack of plans / incomplete plans 

  6. Legal barriers 

  7. Administrative barriers 

  8. Issues with procurement / contracting process 

  9. Lack of equipment 

  10. Lack of IT Systems 

  11. Lower priority Function 

  12. Lack of supporting infrastructure 

  13. Corrective actions and/or exercising is required 

  14. Other – please explain below 
  Agency buy-in from outside healthcare 

4. Task Gap Assessment 
Please indicate any Tasks that have gaps. PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. 

BP3 BP4 Tasks 

  
Task 1: Before, during, and after an incident or event, have redundant processes and systems to communicate 
with the appropriate multijurisdictional and multidisciplinary emergency responders 
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X  
Task 2: Before, during, and after an incident or event, have redundant processes and systems to communicate 
the status of the incident and the status of the community healthcare delivery to healthcare organizations 

5. Resource Element Gap Assessment 
Please indicate any Resource Elements that have gaps. PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. 

BP3 BP4 Resource Elements 

X   P1. Interoperable communications plans 

   E1. Interoperable communication system 

X   S1.  Communication training 

 


